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lia\e a special

from our farms

.•\rcticMist,'^'

name

/\rcticMist

you

™

—

come

order

arc not just buyins; a tree, lint

of the time, attention, and care

shipping

for the trees that

When you

—from seedling

all

to

diat goes into creating a safe, healthy,

and

lx;autiful (>hristmas tree.

We plajit from seed to achieve maximum quality
control. All

ArcticMist™ trees are heavily needled and

ha\e dense conical shapes. Their lovely blue
fragrance,

and

gofjd

needle retention

color, rich

make them

ideal

C^hristmas trees. Fraser, balsam, fralsam, white spmce,

and pine (white, scotch, and red) are

a\'ailable.

Wreaths

are also available.

Since our fanns are in
X'crmont,

many

we

^

or

harvest our trees later in the season than

loss after harvest

you

can to

that

is

right for

We can arrange shipping
may pick up the trees yourself. We respect your

individtially
is

we

and during shipping.

ou can order the number of trees

— from 25

to a trailer load.

schedule and guarantee on

do

Hampshire and

other growers. W'e also do everything

minimize moisture

you

New

dme

wrapped and ready

remove

delivers".

Our

for sale. Al\

trees arrive

you need

the wrappers and set the trees out

broken branches, no

last

to

—no

minute tnmming.

Lo place an order, or to receive specific information
T,

about this year's

trees:

Callusat800/694-8722 or 603/237-5702.
Send us a fax at 603/23 7-8439.
Or write to us at 38 Bridge St., Colebrook, NH 03576.
Our internet address is http://vvww.sibgotrcc.c()m

SibgoTree

Company
We know

wluil you

want

for

Christmasl

"~^'^*W

ArcticMist
Remember, you can only buy ArcticMisP^'

at Sibgo Tree

TM

Company.
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the

tour; Buffalo area' contact

www.garclencentersofamerica.org

New Varieties
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From the Board
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www.ofa.org

POP
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and Beth Simpson

Rick
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Nancy Adams
16-22 Perennial Plant Association

How

Symposium, Montreal, Quebec
18-20 PA Green Expo; Harrisburg
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In
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About Herbs

Maddy

Perron

Your Book Section

21

expo.com
Cover photo

September

season

18-23 Eastern Performance

is

credit:

The growing

here! Enjoy our

new

redesign for The Planstman!

Trials;

sponsored by Garden Centers of

America
28-30 America in Bloom Educational
Symposium & Awards Program, Eureka Springs. Arkansas; Contact

www.

americainbloom.org

The Plantsman is published in early February, April, June, August. October, and December
with copy deadlines on the first of each prior month. While camera-ready ads are preferred,

November

set-up assistance

5-7 27th Annual International

Ir-

Show; Henry B. Gonzalex
Convention Center, San Antonio, TX

service.

We

is

available

will carry a short

nominal fee. Free classified advertising is offered as a member
message (no artwork or logos) for one or two issues of The

at a

Plantsman.

rigation

Irrigation Association, Falls

VA 703-536-7080
org

Church,

or ww.irrigation.

For further information, please contact the
editor: tvlelissa

Moore, 845 Loudon Ridge

Road, Loudon, N.H. 03307; phone 503

267

-

-

8492: e-mail, IVloore^worldpath.net

:
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Dillen offers containers that

ITS

are attractive to your customers

and ideal

for

growing your crop.

Square Color
Sauceriess C
Planter

Basket

Color ^ot vViUl

i^HGRIFHN
Te\¥ksbury,
Tel:

MA

(973) 851-4346

Fax: (9781 851 -{3012

Saucer
C:olcr Bov",

Richmond, VA

(203) 599-0919

Tel;

Fax; (804) 233-8855
Lathan-.

Tel;

Auburn,

(804) 233-3454

Tsl;

Tel;

NY

*wng,

(315) 255-1450

Te!;

Fax:(315)255-0580

NY

Brookhaven,

(518) 786-3500

Tel-

^ax;

NY

NJ

Tel;

Tel;

(6®) 530-9140

Morgantov/n,

(631) 285-8200

Br'idgetDn,

(609) 530-9120

Fax: (856)

PA

G.'-ay.

(5105 286-0i046

Tel;

NJ

(856) 451-5170

4514873

ME

(207) 657-5442

Fax; (203

^ Bobcat
Come

see the innovative

new

new combination all-wheel

Bobcat of New Hampshire
Your Skid Steer Sales and Rental Headquarters

®

products from Bobcat

We carry the full line of Bobcat equipment and accessories.

Company

—

especially suited for the nursery industry

steer/skid-steer loader; Toolcat™ utility

Sales

•

Service

•

Parts

•

work machine with

1

,500-lb. capacity.

Rental

Twolocations to serve you:

Route 102, Hudson, NH (603) 579-9955

&

Route

4, Chichester,

NH (603)224-1234

www.bobcatnh.com
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New Hampshire News

garden centers,

Frank Wolfe and his success with

found

forcing plants to

bloom out

of season

was featured in the January/February
issue of a Yankee Magazine. The
article was complemented by colorful

In

at

this

in

It

V

book can be

Concord Border's

interest section.

review

NH

NH

addition to being featured at

Yankee Features Lake Street
Garden Center

in

Horticultural

the local

garnered a positive

Endowment

Granite State Libraries, a

newsletter to librarians and

book

buying agents throughout the

state.

According to Cathy Neal, the

total

80

is

a total of

photos of spring time blooms. Wolfe
explained that

demand

season blooms

is

for out-of

print run to date

driven by flower

shows and other special

events.

It

Is

work that requires a great
planning and out smarting

pain-staking
deal of

Mother Nature.

NHPGA

New

England

Greenhouse Conference. These
be used to

attract top-flight

speakers for future educational events.

The

NHPGA

habitats

Education Committee

is

organized by plant

and includes

on accessing

NHPGA website.

40

for 2006!
20

Extension Agent Retires

John Porter, announced
to retire

from the

UNH

Service effective July
served the

NH

1.

his plan

Extension

John has

agriculture

community

by serving as a Dairy Specialist

32 years. His

office

is

in

County, yet his territory

year including a Twilight Meeting,

state.

for

Merrimack
is

New Members

most of the

Luke Devlin, Sunbeam Growers,

Meeting, and Winter

Meeting. Brett Andrus,

Loudon,

NHPGA

committee, looks forward

to

John has worn a number of hats

throughout his career.

president and chairman of this

planning

He

has a

particular interest in planning dairy
facilities

future programs.

and has spearheaded the

widely popular dairy conferences
held each March.

Another print run of the book

has worked extensively with families

"The Best Plants

for

NH

titled,

Gardens and

Landscapes" was completed

this year.

In

to plan transfers of agricultural

businesses from one generation to the

The popular reference book features

next. After retiring formally, John plans

NH

to

authors Margaret Hagen, Cathy

and

Leslie

April/May 2006

van Berkum.

work on

Patricia

NH

Murphy, Dunbarton

Gardens, Dunbarton,

NH

Tiffany Briggs, Blue Seal Feeds

Needs, Milford,

&

NH

recent years he

Best Plants Books

Neal,

$117713

a bibliography,

plans at least three key events each

Summer

60

5000 copies.

is

index, charts, and tips

UNH

Your association has received a

$2,000 grant from the
funds will

Information

the

Receives Grant

now at

a contract basis in the area

of farm business transfers.

Rob Farquhar, Eason Horticultural
Resources, Canterbury,

NH

John McAvenney, Sunshine Acres,

Nursery

& Garden

Chester,

VT

Center

f

.

Old-Fashioned or Online - Take

Your Pickl

JBi
VAN BERKUM NURSERY
Wholesale Perennials and Groundcovers

\3N^

?>t^

Our

^n^^""

catalog

is

available in good old-fashioned

book form

or online at U'ww. vanberkumnursery.com. Your password

page

vbrt for the catalog

is

all

The photo page

.

of

our

site

has

our catalog information plus photos for your customers

to peruse,

and

there

is

no passivord.

->»tv
Van Berkum Nursery
4 James Road, Deerfield,
(603) 463-7663

• Fax:

NH 03037

(603) 463-7326

E-mail: sales@vanberkumnursery.com

^\*
'

Home

9

dp

of

New England

v_y Woodlanders'

jr-^:

QUESTION

Where can I go to

find a top quality

ONLY to independent Garden Centers, offers the ONLY

wholesaler who

sells

consumer recognized Brand in my
region, and specializes in growing
ONLY premium trees and shrubs?"
A.

Eaton Farms

B

Eaton Farms

ALWAYJ>

C.Eaton Farms
D.

ONLY die above

exclusive growers of

PEISYLVMIA PRIDE
Eaton Farms
Eaton Farms

•

Leesport, PA

•

(TEL):

1-800-960-9974

•

(FAX):

TREES AND SHRUBS

1-800-813-6244

ef@eatonfarms.com

www.pennsylvaniapride.com
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New England Companies
Named to EPA's Green Power

voluntarily use green

power - helping
reduce dependence on foreign

the Year,

Top 25

sources of power."

winner. FedEx Kinko's

Five

List

companies based

in

New

in

to EPA's

Top 25

List".

England were
2006 "Green Power

The

list

is

institutions that

EPA Program

a voluntary

use of green power

includes

voluntarily bought the

among

leading U.S. organizations.

have

Partners in the

most renewable

to

program switch

green power

for a portion

energy and are part of EPA's Green

of their electricity

Power

bought more than 4 million megawatt

EPA technical
assistance and recognition.
EPA's Green Power Partnership
currently has more than 600

hours of renewable energy, which

Partners, including Fortune

Partnership.

Last year, EPA's

is

in

Green Power Partners

nearly double the

amount they

purchased by the end of 2004. These

power more than 300,000 homes

year, or the equivalent of

needs

return for

500 companies,

states, federal

agencies, trade associations,

purchasers are buying enough energy
to

and

universities.

a

removing the

Staples, a

Framingham, Mass

the road annually.

company exceeded
commitment to buy

EPA's

of

emissions of nearly 400,000 cars from

More than half of
Top 25 green power purchasers

are comprised of U.S. corporations,
a

number

that continues to increase

its

MWh

9,494

company
largest

Businesses on the
in

New

list

that

have major

England include:

its

original

2 percent

energy load or

total

of green

every year.

presences

green power. The

uses 48,283

MWh

A

renewable energy

deal in the U.S. The

committed

to

company

is

buying 10 percent of

With stores nationwide. Staples buys
landfill gas,

biomass,

power from

five providers that

Inc.

"These EPA partners help diversify

this

country's energy supply by promoting

and renewable energy

sources," said Robert

office.

New

"These companies

April/May 2006

solar,

and wind
supply

company with green power

buying renewable

efforts that include

energy, reducing energy use, offering

recycled and alternative papers, and

minimizing waste. FedEx Kinko's
buys renewable energy

400 branches

in

18

FedEx Kinko's receives
a

wide

was

a

Dallas Texas

2002 Green Power

Partner of

an
year.

power from

variety of sources, including

wind, geothermal,
Inc., of

it

Inc.

more than

states, for

well as renewable energy certificates.

FedEx Kinko's

at

approximate 40 million kWFH per

through delivered energy products as

W. Varney,

regional administrator of EPA's

England

energy from green power sources.

the

Show

certificate

Fedex Kinkos,

its

display garden at iernioiu lUnxer

power which includes the

Whole Foods Market,
Starbucks, Johnson & Johnson, and
Staples,

alternative

it

that seeks to increase the

companies, organizations and

government

reducing

is

environmental footprint through

New

named

and has been a 2001 and
2003 Green Power Leadership Award

The Green Power Partnership

England or with significant business
operations

News

the

in

landfill gas, solar,

and small hydro.
Credit: Sheryl Rosner

US EPA

-

New

England 2/13/06

Helping You

B.E.

to

Grow

Supply

Ddvl's Brook Fdrm

GREENHOUSE SUPPUES & EQUIPMENT
Growing
Here

in
•
•

Pre-tillcd Flats

& Pots

Fertilizers

Restricted Pesticides

Hyde Park,

Kord Products

Scotts Products

Box

New

England

we grow

a complete line of

Deciduous Flowering Shrubs
The New and Unusual

•

Native Plants

.

Over

200

varieties of

DAYLILIES

Like the natives,

Fafard,

all

our

plants are winter hardy!

Hemlock Road, Langdon

106 Bonds Corner Rd.

MAILING ADDRESS:

PO Box 476

1468,

-

Distributors for

Klerks Filnis

P.O.

tKe Dtsoriimnoting Gardener

for

(Route

New Hampshire

Charlestown,

1

37-South)

NH

Hancock,

03603

ph.

warehouse: 603-835-6664
home: 603-835-2523

tax

fax: 603-835-2180

03449

603-525-4728
603-525-9483

clavlilies@diivisbr()okfarm.mv.eom

Weston
Nurseries
V^ Of HOPKINTON

Your crops are
crushed.
Your business

Unearth the

isn't.

We are committed to giving you

your crops are covered by Nursery Crop

Insurance, provided through Hortica Brokerage,

operations.

We

and shipped

the best 'value.

Our plants

irom our nursery
deliver regularly to landscapers and garden

are generously sized

When

Possibilities

centers throughout

fresh

New Hampshire.

you don't worry about the next hailstorm

knows

flattening them. Hortica

that plants don't

stand a chance against nature's pelting

So when the weather

turns violent, your losses

We

are covered.

Hortica
IS

IS

Your customers will love our distinctive, hardy azalea and
rhododendron introductions!

the only insurance

100% focused on

company

the horticultural industry,

completely understands your needs,

one takes care

of

look forward to doing business with you.

that

growers and nurseries

93 East Main
Hopkincan,

Street (Ric. 1351

MA 01748

CoMM£aC3AL SaLES PhONS:

like Hortica.

508-293-8028

Call Hortica at

COMMEHCLAI. SaIXS FaXI
508-497-0743

We

handle

800-851-7740. Things happen.

Commercial Saxxs Emaiu

it,

ComniSales^WestoaNDnenes.coin

www, hortica-insurance.com

www.WiestoaNai3ehe4.coai

Examples include standard and optional coverages

Insurance specialists

Pohcy lerms ano conditions apply

for the horticultural industry'" L09nn4

Hortioi

The

rior.sts'

Mutual insurance

Company
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Cheddar Gorge

Perennial Plant of the Year

one

in

southwest England,

of the locations

where

grows

it

the News, cont'd

in

efficient irrigation.

The

Irrigation Association's Turf

and Landscape

The Perennial Plant Association has

wild.

named Dianthus

Credit Perennial Plant Association Feb.

Management

2006

that

gratianopolitanus

'Feuerhexe' (Firewitch) the 2006

Irrigation Best

Practices recognize

an efficient automatic

irrigation

system requires quality parts and

Perennial Plant of the Year.

design, accurate installation,

Cheddar pink

is

perennial.

It

the

proper maintenance, and effective

common name

management.

sun exposure

of this excellent

an evergreen selection

is

American agriculture becomes more

with bluish-gray, silvery foliage and
in

spring. Rebloom can occur

the

summer and

in

Firewitch

fall.

4 inches

tall

is

9.

and 6

to

1

This plant

in

is

2 inches wide.

well-drained

a

soils.

good choice

July is "Smart Irrigation Month"
The Irrigation Association has named
July

"Smart

Irrigation

Month"

is

promote

to

and

Kimmell.
a

is

way

equipment and practices

near a walkway.

the most of our most precious

for

that

make

is

a

"While the

Mediterranean, Balkan Peninsula,

and Asia Minor regions. The genus
contains, annuals, biennial,

and

plants with the

common names

carnations, sweet Williams,

and

the

Greek dios and anthos, the divine

flower,
a god,
in

which

refers to the flower of

an indication of the esteem

which the flower has always been

held.

Cheddar pinks are named

April/May 2006

irrigation industry

is

for

Fund

for

retail florists,

Nationwide Public Relations.

Thanks to

technology to the marketplace,

SAF PR

irrigation

consumers have an
in

choosing

Kimmell

it

efficient

effectively,"

said.

pinks.

The name Dianthus originates from

Nearly 2,000

bringing increasingly efficient

technology and using
of

professional florists.

importers are contributing to the

important role

perennial species and includes

and plants and the expertise of

Society of American Florists (SAF)

member

with species found native to the

has generated valuable publicity

about the unique benefits of flowers

wholesalers, suppliers, growers and

resource."

Caryophyllaceae family

Association, 2/22/2006

the industry to highlight irrigation

the perfect choice for use in a border

of the

Credit: Beth Casteel, Irrigation

voluntary promotion effort that

efficient

Tom

lA Executive Director

"Smart Irrigation Month

The genus Dianthus

produce

less water.

anniversary of an industry-wide

effective irrigation worldwide," said

it

with

to raise

Irrigation

rebloom

makes

less land

irrigation efficiently.

flowers should be cut back to promote

the low-growing ornamental

irrigation

SAP PR Fund Turns 5

Association

The clove-like scent of

modern

This year marks the five-year

ground cover on a sunny slope. After

later.

efficient

awareness of the importance of using

as a border

the spent

more

more on

"The mission of the

in late spring,

to

practices allowing growers to

edger, as a rock garden plant, or as a

flowering

good choice

to

This evergreen perennial performs best

sun

a

Mature mats

Flowers will reach 6 to 8 inches high.

in full

is

statistics

farms are moving

irrigated

border edger.

for

Cheddar pink have foliage 3

every year, with

showing
Cheddar Pink

into the

hardy from zones 3 to
of this

efficient

mid-

purplish-pink fragrant flowers

lA

members

in

every segment of the

industry will be asked to display to the

Smart

Irrigation

Month logo and share

tips for efficient irrigation

with their

their contributions, the

Fund has conducted

consumer

research projects

five

and

six

ongoing public-relations campaigns,

more than 579 million
consumer impressions (the number
of times consumers are exposed to tfie
generating

floral
in

message) with 47 placements

national magazines as well as

newspapers and online

TV, radio,

coverage

in

136 markets nationwide.

customers in July while highlighting

The ad value

products and services that promote

million.

of this

coverage

is

$10.9

Elsewhere
of P lowers Study,

amazing

"It is

much

to look back at

this effort

for industry

a short

of time

AAF, president of

such

bring smiles
creates talk

flowers

at

more

the Jan. 22

...

...

a single

DESIGN MASTER

nearly

bloom

Woman's World:
this

Prevention: In the article

SAP

In its Peb. 7 issue,

popular national magazine

happier, smarter

titled

"Be

African violets, blue

public relations

who

gardenias,

hydrangeas, lavender, roses and

SAP PR Pund successes include news

complemented SAP's Plower Therapy
spokeswoman Leatrice Eiseman's
insight on the effects of color on
moods. The article also touted results

these popular national

publications:

USA Weekend: The USA
magazine heralded the

Today

results

Emotional Impact

from SAP's

&

researchers

not advertising. Recent examples of

articles in

"Homegrown

issue of this

It

touted SAP's Impact

Plants

on Workplace

Productivity Study: "Texas

and healthier with

irises,

studies.

of Plowers

Plower Power!" Colorful photos of
is

March

PHealmg," the

included a two-page spread

other,

reaching more consumers every day."

The SAP PR Pund

they're not in the

if

"

popular women's magazine cites two

Marketing Committee. "The programs

each

even

-

same room!

52 million readers.

and chairman of SAP's Consumer
to build off

and

feel closer

bouquets beat

color tool inc. in Boulder, Colo.,

continue

makes people

connected to others, especially

loved ones

depression." The publication reaches

Dwight Larimer,

limited funds," says

m

"GardenSmart" column: "Plowers

and with

in

conducted

Rutgers University,

has accomplished

promotion

amount

how

the News, cont'd.

in

tulips,

A&M

found that volunteers

kept a vase of vibrant flowers on

their desks,

along with green plants

elsewhere

the office, generated

more

in

creative

ideas than those

in
"

article

continued to

tell

"add a bright bouquet

readers to

to the

den or

from SAP's Emotional Impact of

living

Plowers Study: "Simply being around

Emotional Impact of Plowers Study.

Wfeve Got Ibu Covered.

.1

an

environment lacking vegetation. The

room" by highlighting SAP's

Drive grass and broadleaf weeds
out of your operation.

Even More.
• Finest Selection

ot Nursery Stock
in

New

• Plant
•

England

Location Services

Dependable Delivery
throughout

• Direct Ship
• Extensive

New

England

Program

Hardsca|3e

Selection
I

Stop spurge, chickweed.

•

Landscape Supplies

groundsel and other

•

Bulk Materials

difficult

I

Strict quality assurance

standards

weeds before

mean

every

hag meets your high

they start

expectations

• Ice Melters/Sand-Sall
^^L/moHi

V*>'^^*

Mixtures

I

Killing weeds for Nursery

I

Excellent technical

Professionals for over

support and service from

30 years

Scotts professionals

New Product Lines:

Northecist
Nursery, Inc.
b DiMrborn Ko.id, l'<Mbody,

MA

Ol'JfaO

• Irrigation
• Rental

&

Lighting

Center

•

Hardware ATruck Supplies

•

Expanded Masonry Depl.

Contact Jocelyn Deneen

•

978.535.6550

•

Fax 978.535.5247

508-479-

1

?44

Scotts.
-the .Scolls

www.northeastnursery.com

at

or jocelvn.eleneen@scotcs.com.

tii/Zi-n-iiCL'"*

www.scottsprohort.com

The Plantsnnan
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a supporter of the show.

Through the PR Fund, SAF

is

more media buzz

in

creating

with the continuation of

its

is

March

The event

information contact 800-7789-5068

Flower

Water Management

Fundamentals public relations

Grant Funds

program. SAF

The Horticultural Research

is

hosting press brieFings

with editors of national publications,
in

more

18-20, 2006. For

set for July

which Flower Fundamentals

spokeswoman, Rebecca Cole,

(HRI) executive

$335,000

a floral

for

to

Institute's

committee granted

22 high-priority projects

and four scholarships

for

2006.

designer and the host of Discovery

These projects best meet the needs

Channel's "Surprise by Design,

of the industry

workshops designed

more

"

leads

to generate

and

plants

and the

and have quality

scientific merit that will result in

knowledge and techniques

publicity for the benefits of

flowers

the News, cont'd

in

expertise

new

to deal

with major industry issues.

of florists.

A

"We have come

so

far,"

priority research issue identified

SAF PR Fund's five-year
anniversary. "Imagine what could be
done with more funding. There are
many great PR opportunities. All we
need is more industry participation.
says of the

has been water
In

who

are supporting the

PR

on water

issues.

committee

It

is

A

Vermont Flower

display garden at

held February 23

-

SAF 2/27/06 News Release

the goal of the

that during the consortium,

become

the national clearinghouse

and development

for research

of current water research

and

applicability to the industry.
will

its

A

total of

be awarded to significant

and quality water research

among

projects.

researchers

The following information highlights

some

of the projects

The

institution, principal investigator,

project

and amount of the grant are

will

The newest wholesale trade

duplication of research does not

Parwinder Grewal)

show

occur.

of a

the "green industry" the

be encouraged

to

ensure that

Pennsylvania Green Expo (PAGE) will
at the

Complex
in

Harrisburg Farm

in July. This

show

Show

located

centrally located Pennsylvania

is

being marketed to businesses and
individuals

engaged

in all

the green trade - nurseries,

addition to HRI's competitive

grants program,

HRI

is

actively

partnering with other associations

Most

HRI has partnered with the

notably,

USDA Agricultural

florists,

listed.

The Ohio State University,

New

,

Biological Product for Slug

Research Service

and guide

Institute

&

State University

(Drs. Jeffrey

F.

Derr and Joseph C.

Neal) Controlling

New Weeds

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

to obtain

dollars to critical industry research

Development

etc.

through the Floriculture and Nursery

Substrate Derived from

Research

has over

1

million square feet of

show

space to accommodate the show.

The PA Department of Agriculture

is

Initiative (FNRI).

research funding
million.

now

FNRI

totals

$6.25

By leveraging federal and

Pine

Wood

New

Identifying Nursery Industry Priority

determined) $15,000.

mission to

Container

Ground

Chips $1 5,000. Water

HRI

fulfill its

State

Management Research Consortium:

Credit:

April/May 2006

of a

Water Issues

able to

&

University (Dr. Robert D. Wright)

other sources of research funding,
is

in

Nurseries and Landscapes $5,000.

landscapers, arborists, lawn and

federal research

and

North Carolina State University

garden centers, grounds maintenance

The Harrisburg Farm Show Complex

(Dr.

Development

Control, $20,000. Virginia Polytechnic
In

to increase industry research.

aspects of

funded by

research grants distributed by HRI.

PA Hosts New Green Expo

be held

for the

nursery and landscape industry.

water issues will be

Collaboration

in

i/ioiv

25.

consortium

to support a research

$50,000

Fund.
Credit

use.

determined as well as the evaluation

retailers,

wholesalers, suppliers, growers and

importers

management and

response, the committee agreed

priority

SAF thanks the 2,000

by

and industry members

the committee

Larimer

(Investigators to

ANLA News

be

2/17/2006
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New Varieties and POP

Ideas

All-American Rose Selections Gives Independent Garden Centers
A New Way To Stop And Sell The Roses

All-America Rose Selections

(AARS) is now offering high
impact point-of-purchase
display materials in an effort
to help independent garden
centers (IGCs) and nurseries
successfully market

and

sell

the annual AARS winning
roses, beginning with the 2006

winners - Julia Child, Rainbow
Sorbet, Tahitian Sunset and
Wild Blue Yonder.
Attention grabbing, easy-to-install

and affordable,

tfiese signs

come

in

three unique formats, each featuring

photography of the current winners.

Made from

weather-resistant materials

and designed

make

to

Pixie

Meadowbnte Cornilower

AARS

winners made history

there are a variety of layout options

The 2006

meet every IGCs marketing needs.
As an added incentive to participate
in the program, AARS is offering IGCs
a 50 percent co-op discount on the

by being featured

to

first

order at the time of purchase,

and each sign

is

co-branded with the

center's logo.

"Our winners are always
choice

for people's

tciiinacvj

set-up a breeze,

a

popular

in

help garden centers showcase the

PPAF.

This charming, mini-coneflower

Rose Parade for the first time ever this
They are also among fewer
than 200 unique roses recognized by
AARS since 1938, and only 34 in the
last ten years. To place an order, call
New Growth Marketing at 1-877-752-

20 to 24 inches wide. It has strong
stems and bright pink flowers well
into late summer. A controlled cross of
Echinacea [tennesseensis x purpurea]

3030.

X [angustifolia x tennesseensis], the

January.

Credit:

AARS,

Feb. 27,

2006

reaches only 18 inches high and

plant

was selected

is

for hardiness,

drought tolerance, longevity, compact

Dwarf Coneflower
"Chicagoland Grows" introduces
Pixie Meadowbrite™ Coneflower,
Echinacea 'CBG Cone 2' PPAF, the

2006 winners while making it easier
for people to learn more about these

first

award-winning

the

roses."

3'

the Pasadena

gardens," says

AARS president Steve Hutton. "Now,
this new customized signage will

Echinacea 'CBG Cone

true dwarf hyrbrid

Meadowbrite™

and the

third in

series of brightly

form and garden

durability.

vigorous plant, hardy
4 through
rate

and

9,

in

has a

in

The

USDA

zones

medium growth

two years reaches

a mature

height of 18 to 20 inches and width of

24 inches.

colored coneflowers. Previously
In

anticipation of the

AARS

2007 season,

plans to introduce a similar

program to help with visibility for next
year's winners later this spring.

released were

Orange Meadowbrite™

Coneflower, Echinacea
Pride'

'Art's

PP# 10050 and Mango

Meadowbrite™ Hybrid Coneflower,

Jim Ault, Ph.D., director. Ornamental
Plant Research, Chicago Botanic

Garden, releases the

Meadowbrite™
years

Apiil/May 2006

in

latest plant in

the

series following seven

development.

n

New Varieties and POP

Ideas, cont'd.

All-American Rose Selections Gives Independent Garden Centers

A New Way To Stop And

Sell

The Roses

The small leaved, emerald boxwood
has excellent cold-hardiness and a
uniform, oval growth habit. Foliage
turns a rich black-green in winter.

It

is

perfect for hedges, borders, accents,

An example

of Northern

Charm Boxwood Buxus Wilson

groupings, foundation plantings and

formal gardens.

years

development.

in

in select

centers
"This

IS

a

completely different

direction for coneflowers,

more compact

"

independent U.S. garden

in late

spring to early

summer 2006.

said Ault.

In

following years,

"Chicagoland Grows"

will introduce

Northern

Charm™ was

selected

out of a seedling block from which

Green Mountain and Green Velvet
boxwoods arose at Wilson Nurseries,
FHampshire,

has a compact,

any other
coneflower on the market and has an
incredibly long bloom time and small

shades of

perky flowers."

The Meadowbrite™ series is marketed
through "Chicagoland Grows",

cast during the growing season,

Like most coneflowers, Pixie prefers

a non-profit corporation of the

changing to

well-drained moist soils and

Chicago Botanic Garden, The Morton
Arboretum and the Ornamental
Growers Association of Northern
Illinois (OGA).

during winter. The plant

"Pixie

It

is

is

tfian

full

sun.

a wonderfully drought-tolerant,

dwarf perennial perfect

for containers,

perennial borders and small urban

gardens. With the habit of a pot

October and is very
and butterflies.
Pixie

until

attractive to birds

retail

catalogs Songsparrow

and Jackson and
Meadowbrites™

Perkins. All three
will

be available

Inc.,

rate.

delicate semi-glossy emerald

Its

is hardy in
zones 4b through 9. It has a
slow to medium growth rate (typically

USDA

than 6 inches annually) but

less

it

can grow

and

visit

transplanted and

more information on Pixie
Meadowbrite™ or the "Chicagoland
Grows" Plant Introduction Program,
www.chicagolandgrows.org.
Chicago Botanic Garden Jan.

Credit:

way into gardens this
new "Chicagoland

spring will be a

Grows" introduction
Northern
Charm™ Boxwood, Buxus 'Wilson.'
--

in

1

to 3 to 4 feet high

5 feet wide.

Northern

Charm™

filtered sun,

well

2006

deep black-green

rich,

For

its

It

foliage develops an appealing bluish

years,

Charming

III.

oval-round habit and a good growth

coneflowers.

17,

Meadowbrite™ can be ordered

through

and white

mum,

it fits snuggly into small gardens and
commercial landscapes. It has a heavy
flush of blooms from July to August

with sporadic flower production

red, apricot

in full

is

is

easily

best sited in

although

it

does perform
in shaded

sun, as well as

locations. Extremely wet sites should
be avoided. There are no pests or

diseases
Credit:

17,

known

to affect the shrub.

Chicago Botanic Garden

Jan.

2006
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From the Board
Garden Center

University, Class of

2006

Beth and Rick Simpson, Rolling Green Nursery

When asked
I

"What was

Rick,

the most important and best
things you took from Garden
Center University?" Rick's answer surprised me: "The formulas and
being able to measure what

we

His answer

what

we

the essence of

is

do."

learned. But the networking, the

friendships, Ian Baldwin's expertise

and the

field trips to the different busi-

nesses and garden centers were what

came

mind

to

Garden Center

ANLA

mitment.

The

com-

scheduled to meet

It is

January and

July,

first

making

in

easy to

it

session starts in Louis-

KY. This event begins just prior to

ville,

the

University, through

a 5-session, three year

is

attend.

me.

for

ANLA

day Management

3

Clinic.

If

you haven't heard about the Manage-

ment

Clinic,

is

it

and networking experience.
nitely

on our

list

Beth and Rick Simpson at

It

is

defi-

of must-do learning

events. Access to the clinic

easy via

is

first

session

(January) of the

focused on: Business strategies

hardgood

was

fascinating.

store.

Numbers and formulas that help a
company track performance, Trends,
training that pays,

retail

and

ran the
to

trip to

Diego,

Two

(July),

held

was an in-depth

April/May 2006

in

San

analysis of

similar

good
retailers were
got a

gamut

of grossing
(7 stores).

ter in Encinitas

in

$300,000

Our

field

an Armstrong's Garden Cen-

owned
Session

what

$75 Million

-

signage and effective POP.

their plants

in their stores.

stores)

(one of 36 employee

and

to Roger's

Orange County were an

Gardens

interesting

contrast. Armstrong's puts out a glossy

and
It

captures the California Lifestyle pretty
effectively. That particular

backs up

to the

Armstrong's

Flower Fields ranun-

AARS

& Ohio we

doing. The companies represented

team and

Silent service

With classmates

brands of products

Michigan, Kentucky, Oklahoma,

picture of

Your

what products

magazine highlighting

culus fields and has an impressive

garden center a Super League

traffic flow,

other classniates

from California, Idaho, Indiana,

Pennsylvania

skills.

and budgeting. The

analysis of

and identifying goals- what makes a

Human

will)

outside the plant category are doing
well

GCU

along

We reviewed the formulas

spring.

for profitability

the Manchester Airport.

The

riglit

a fantastic learning

trial

and display rose garden.

Roger's Gardens has

does

5%

one

dollars in ready- toers, starting at

date their 52

quarter

weekend

When we

was

their

1

and

million

go mixed contain-

$14.95

to

They also have seating
seminars.

location,

of their gross, or

to

$400.00.

accommo-

educational

visited, their 4th

most profitable with

Christopher Radko ornaments being a
very hot product.
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GET A

OOLDONI

2-Wheel tractors from Goldoni & OESCO,

fm^nEaa
J

Inc.

Vers.
Versatility

The 4200VXD Compact

VERSATILE!

Introducing the

•

JOLLY PRO

•

Diesel

•
•

Reversible handlebars
3 side handlebar positions
4 forward. 4 reverse gears
PTC for more than 30

By Design

Articulating Tractor

is

professional grade Ventrac s innovative design
of

an

combined with
maneuver around

articulating, oscillating frame,

All-Wheel Drve allows you

to

abstacles and traverse a vanety of terrain
Kowosaki 27hp Gas

attachments

Vnnguaid 26 5hp Osl

Vonguoid31hpG(is
'.anguQfdSlhpTuiboDsl

7minute

KQUNT
attachments

See our website

for details

P.O.

WWW. oescoinc. com/goldoni

Box

540, Rte. 116

800-634-5557

or call for a demonstration.

•

•

Conway,

413-369-4335

nfo@oescoinc.com

•

•

MA 01341

FAX 413-369-4431

www.oescoinc.com

Tired of Mulching Every Year?
SoCution:

Come

"Rubberific Mulch"
see Rubberi&c forYourself

7 different colors

Maintain appearance up to 10+ years!

3

Environmentally safe

Phenomenal savings over traditional mulch
Excellent safety 'cushion" for playgrounds and

No

swing sets

different textures

insect worries

CEM

Innovation • Freda & Sons Hardware
77 Indian Rock Road (Rte. Ill)
Windham, NH 03087

603-893-8865
The Plantsman
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From the Board,

cont'd.

Garden Center University, Class of 2006
Beth and Rick Simpson, Rolling Green Nursery

Session Three,

(January)

was held

correspond with the

in Atlanta, to

Atlanta Giftmart.

to share

the 2-3 floors of the Gardens.

was coached by my

I

one

of their

hardgoods buyers, whofs responsible
6 million dollars

made

in

inventory.

contact with a couple of

vendors which made the

cal thread,

we

trip

I

worth-

reviewed the

fis-

marketing and promo-

tions budgets,

human

resource and

merchandising. After knowing our
classmates

now

back on the homefront.

spring review, updating our marketing

plan to reflect a changing marketplace,

how

'open to buy' works

human

budgeting process,

in

the

resource

and personality differences, and an

and action

Intro to the business plan

plans to take home.

for three classes, the

and

excellent.

with action plans

We

all

for the

came away

coming

Between Freeport and Session
I

identified that

(July),

was held

Freeport Maine. Outstanding field
trips to Scott

Center
L.L.

in

Longfellow's Garden

Manchester Maine and

Beans made

this a

merchandising event.

to

very targeted
L.L.

Bean's

merchandising team takes two weeks
to

do

wide.

their seasonal

And

changeouts store

the entry level pricing of

I

of the trends, weather,

management,

really

hope we

fuel

and weather.

will cross paths with

group of people

in

the years

come.

Five,

we needed

For those of

you

that

work with

your spouse, Garden Center Univer-

den Center University Professor

sity

Ian

Baldwin came to the rescue. Spending
1

1/2

we now

days with us

ageable action plan

have a man-

for Rolling

Green

in

a

makes
roll-

the

work process more fun

up- your- sleeves- and- get-

those- numbers- challenging way.

has

made

It

us really look at inventory,

we make money and how we
manage our company. Rick and started GCU after the very difficult 2003
season. We knew that we needed help
where

for the next 3-5 years.

I

Ft

Lauderdale and Session

(January) This session

in

labor

ahead

help priortizing our next projects. Gar-

visit

is

Five:

scheduled so

the TRIE, or tropical

to

be able to adjust and be

We

profit-

Now

really

com-

able despite the

fortable with our class

mates

we

age you to seek the formulas to help

plant tradeshow.

Session Four

realistic.

:

staying

to

attendees can

season.

more

Our graduation on Ft Lauderdale
Beach was fun and serious- we all
know the hurdles we have ahead

this great

dialogue and sharing was eye-opening

payback requirements were explained
and reviewed. It certainly made some

Classroom time was again an in-depth

Rick and

session

a great tip

new

while.

In this

was

of those decisions

friend Ed from

Stauffer's of Kissel Hill,

for

of their products

didn't schedule

I

enough time to see the whole Giftmart
show and not being a big shopper,
was thankful we only had time to
visit

some

some outstanding

exercises

did

in inter-

viewing and job reviews. The review
of business
ing

management, merchandis-

and marketing was

classroom work.
unit: several of

In

all

part of the

the Business Plan

our classmates are

you succeed.

rain.

ANLA

has printed an

excellent brochure for
University.

Contact

encour-

Garden Center

Amanda

202-789-5980 x3010

org. Let us all say a prayer for

weekends

in

Flynn

at

or aflynn @anla.

sunny

2006.

facing big investment projects in the

next couple years. The feasibility and

April/May 2006
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WE DELIVER!
Native, Wetland,

15 Colby Rd.

Muo&^ejui

and Nursery Stock

Litchfield,

PIERSON
NURSERIES,

Supplying the Turf Professional

INC.

>for over

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF
WOODY & HERBACEOUS WETLAND PLANTS
NATIVES
PERENNIALS

NH

30 Years!

"^Bluegrass Blends

*Bluegrass/Fine Fescue Blends

ORNAMENTALS
GROUNDCOVERS

*Bluegrass/Ryegrass Blends

SHRUBS
VINES
SHADE & ORNAMENTAL TREES

*Bluegrass/Rye/Fescue Blends
*4'

CONTRACT GROWING AVAILABLE

Wide

"Big Rolls" or

Palletized
OR QUOTES OF WETLAND &
EROSION CONTROL FABRICS

Sod

CALL FOR SAMPLES

*Roll

Out Service

24 BUZZELL ROAD
BIDDEFORD ME 04005

Grass Seed, Fertilizers, Lime,

phone (207) 499-2994 (207) 282-7235
fax (207) 499-2912
e-mail: piersonnurseries@prexar.com

Bark Mulch, Peatmoss, Loam-Toll Free

1-800-556-6985-

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

Unique Landscape Lighting, Techo-Bloc,
Ideal and Belgard Pavers,

^J
UKL tltLKrS
> f^j)'YTlJ71>W

L

Nurseries

.

.

Your Complete Horticultural Solution!
%/ Exceptional Quality Plant Material

%/ Reliable Availability

^ Complete Selection of Hardgoods
^ Professional Customer Service
^ Turf & Nursery Sales Specialists

y^ Competitive Pricing

»/ Knowledgeable Technical Support

%/ Excellent Overall Value

%/ Value-Added Sales Programs

y Focused Product Sourcing

y

Timely Delivery Service Including Job

WHITE RIVER 2CT, VT
2234 No. HARTLAND

*™»

RD.,

PHONE: (802) 295-2117
MANAGER: ERNIE FINNEY

FAX: 802-295-4889

I

^^^ffl

y^ Custom Project Quotations

y Convenient Locations
Site

Spyder Forklift Service

BARRINGTON, NH
16

PINKHAM RD. WEST

PHONE: (603) 868-7172
MANAGER: JOE REYNOLDS

FAX: 603-868-6522
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What does the

Future Hold?

Environmental Scanning at Work (The Green Summit Chapter
By Nancy

E.

2)

Adams

promised you another article
from last year's Green Summit
conference experience. One
I

exercise that proved extremely helpful

had the participants looking towards
the future
try

is

and where the greens indus-

headed by scanning the current

environment through popular. .and

some obscure. ..magazines. The Summit commented that "by anticipating
what might be among a range of possibilities,

leaders can develop back-

ground, context, and understanding

them address whatever

that will help

futures

may come. A key

skill in

preparing for the future

stantly

scanning

data and

for

new key

means turning

new

leadership
is

con-

sources of

messages, and that

to multiple

and varied

ie/ecl

magazines that are outside your comion zone" and identify potential industry
messages by reading the articles and looking at the advertising messages.
'

specific

information sources."

One

source of varied information

your

local, large bookstore.

you'll find the

magazines

-

is

There

wonderful world of

hundreds of them spe-

Here are a few nuggets gleaned from

plants for "midnight" gardeners to

Summit.

enjoy. Provide lighting solutions for

•

articles

full

•

is

periodically select a handful of

of

to

Sell

"green experience"

Find innovative

them

new

ways

to

and spend

a

identifying industry specific

from within

their pages. In fact,

is

it's

staff!

a

and

The

translating ttiose thoughts

Aprii/May 2006

may be

invaluable.

to the

New

•

Sell

plantscapes as "lifescapes."

Promote green products as healthy

Emphasize ease-of-use, service

and low-maintenance producte

plans,

England-

grown."

•

gardening to holistic medicine

trend.

"buy local" story

grown nursery products as "locally

right and the synergy you'll

into business ideas

Tie

services.

duce arena. Label

receive from the group sharing their
findings

Connect

green roofs.

that already resonates in the pro-

messages

great exercise for your entire
price

•

few hours

solu-

busyness.

of interest (punk rock, atomic science,

medicine, teen scene, Latina

good

Consider a European trend toward

plant "fashions."

and

a

gifts.

Explore "branding" opportunities
for plants

is

problem of personal

speed to

market

living, etc.)

Personal shopping
tion for the

from areas outside your normal sphere

holistic

them.

younger

consumers.

of potentially useful

and photos. Yourjob

Consider offering more services to

meet the expectations

cifically written to attract a targeted

audience and

Offer night blooming and scented

the magazine pages at the Green

to
•

appeal to the older population.

Bring

new

plant material to market

from China

Use more
to run

solar

power and

equipment and

bio-diesel

vehicles.

for kids.
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Providing you with the best product possible

is

just the beginning,

and not the end, of our relationship with you. Pleasant View Gai'dens
lives

by the belief that we are only successful

greatest asset

— our customers

we

if

protect our

.

Our CormnitTnent.
Your Growth,
You can count on us for
for

any season, now and

W

>^rkm^-

all

of your floriculture needs,

in the future.

Pleasant

\^ew
INNOVATIONS

IN

FLORICULTURE

PLEASANT VIEW GARDENS
7316 Pleasant
©2003

^

Street • Loudon,

Pleasant View Gardens

New Hampshire 03307-1616

• Phone; 1.800.343.4784 • Fax:

603.435.6849 • Web: www.pvg.com • E-mail: sales@pvg.com

Rights Reserved

All

UI.H.MIUKOUISKI,iNc.

Greenhouse & Nursery Supplies, Equipment and Plant Material

C/ow Ccmplete Source

for

UortiBukvurclIndusttij Ptoducts
Greenhouse structures
Greenhouse &

Shade Fabric

•

Heating & Ventilation Equipment

Plastic Containers
Soil-less

Mixes

•

•

to offer the finest selection

of nursery stock the industi^

has to

offer.

trees
•

Chemicals

shrubs
evergreens

Environmental Controls

Soil Handling Ec^ipment

nursery stock

Founded over a century ago,
Shermon Nursery continues

Greenhouse Film

Field Irrigation
•

Hardy,
northern-grown

•

roses

Fertilizers

•

Safety Equipment

fruit trees

small fruit
perennials

Crop Support Material
Contact your professional

Sprayers and Much More

bherman Nursery

sales

lepresentative today.

U/eeify

Ve&ef&t t&Soutkem New HoMiftsluie

THE W.H. MIUKQWSKI. INC
PLANT DEPARTMENT
REPRESENTS

MORE THAN

®
PLANT
VENDORS!

r

Frank Thomann

Your Area Rep

800-431-6625

Jim Downie

603-393-5536
Or

Call

Emcil

ictsaies^q'comcQst.not

Our

Stafford Springs,

860-561-4130

CT

Facility

800-243-7170

'Oroui With Us"

1-800-747-5980
www.shermannursery.coin
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How About

Herbs

Repelling Insects the Natural

Maddy

By
Here

in

New

biters,

England, after a

long winter, the warmth and
hunnidity of early spring

some pep

Sadly enough,
call for

is

It

in

to get

out there

We
our

in

gardens and woodlands, but each year
the preparation for trudging outdoors

seems

to get

more

tuck our pants

In

extensive. As

legs,

we're thinking which Insect repellent

May

week

in

and mosquitoes
working together might even make
us include the netting of a bug baffler
with black

more

for

Citronella candles are popular

Deet (N,N-diethyl-3-

methylbenzamlde). According to

frankincense can be germicidal as
well as mosquito repelling. In Asia

Internal

Medicine, the combination of

Deet and permethnn-treated clothing

100%

pyrethrum that

is

protection. Goldenseal

concoction on

caution and

about

feel skeptical

like to try

It

some people

mosquito

we need

that

Studies

sparingly.

is

are

a

scents.

of these scents

to

known

more prone

human body can exude more
some

with.

full

and
on the

strength

cause skin

irritation.

show

1

5%

of Deet applied to the skin

is

absorbed through the blood stream.
might be wise to look into a natural

way

The

Some

to repel insects.

can be very effective
off insects, but

more

You may

bites than others.

340 chemical

you might

that

and experiment

I

preventing those

attract biting insects.

fact that

their bodies.

plant.

Catnip

need

in

to

botanicals

more enticing

than others and are also attracted to

contains

be 10 times more effective than

Deet
sure

at repelling

mosquitoes. I'm not

what the staying power

natural replacement

be applied

application

In

is

registered

may be

Is,

of this

so frequent re-

necessary.

Mix

olive oil with 2-5 drops of catnip

Itsp

oil.

recent studies

it

Yarrow( achillea millefolium) can be

made

into repellant

by harvesting the

provided protection similar to low

flower tops and packing into ajar, then

concentrations of Deet.

pouring vodka to cover. After 6 weeks,
strain

than

Mosquitoes find

)

lemon eucalyptus,

a plant based repel lant,

with the EPA and

nepeta cataria

warding

often than the chemical insect

repellants. Oil of

(

nepetalactone which was proven
to

bites.

the

the rootstock

skin, as they will

Whew!

80%

and smeared the

fat

Here are a few recipes
Most parents

into

was used by

who pounded

mixed with bear

derived from the

made

is

to provide up to

has approved Deet's use, but with

to protect

be one of those people that seem

to

and burned

Cherokees

a synthetic

chemical similar to the natural

chrysanthemum

Africa, pyrethrum,

coils

effective against
Is

and

Oh, and don't

neck of the woods,

annoying mosquito

Burning Myrrh or

and hat

enough energy
those seedlings and

in

off Insects.

Essential oils are very potent

Lyme disease is scary enough, but
now that West Nile Virus is creeping
be diligent

ward

a clinicians guide in the Annals of

It

to

In the U.S.

here

spread that compost.

into our

can be burned

should not be used

protection.

go plant

repellants

patio areas to

using chemical products on their

sure hope you have
to

301.5 min.

children and for good reason. The EPA

against those harmful rays!

left

to

popular insect repel lants are those

flies

forget the sun block

product with 23.8%Deet can

up

in

insect bite. Permethrin

our socks to keep

to rub or spray on. That last

last

Some

can be nearly

we

those ticks from crawling up our

A

min.

Probably the most effective and most

that contain

wake up

those pesky mosquitoes.

may be anxious

and

makes

our step.

also a

visual, thermal

Perron

next blood meal.

us feel rejuvenated and tends
to put

and use

olfactory stimuli to search out their

Way

A

study from the

of

Medicine

is

New

and put

into a spray bottle.

England Journal

states that

eucalyptus

oil

proven to be the most effective of

Basil leaves

have repelling properties

also. Just pick

one cup and

infuse with

the natural repellants and has a 120.1

water, then strain

breath and skin. Even the scents from

mm.

with 4 oz. of vodka. Apply with a spray

some perfumes and shampoos can

comes

the

C02

attract

and

lactic

acid from our

them. The females are the

April/May 2006

protection time.
in at

Soybean

oil

94.6 minutes, citronella

20 mm. and Skin-So-Soft bath

oil

and mix the

liquid

bottle.

9 6
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Blue Seal Feeds

How About

Herbs, cont'd.

of Milford,
is

One
is

part garlic juice to 5 parts water

said to

chemical

a pretty

handy

work well on children with

repellant,

allergies.

can be re-applied

and

as soon as

Other essential

oils

have repelling

properties, such a geranium,

and lavender
need

to

You

oils.

be stinky

rosemary

your

own

and

You

masks

that

seeking an experienced individual to

work in the Greenhouse Division of our
Lawn and Garden Retail Center.
Applicant must possess excellent working
knowledge of the greenhouse industry.
For more information contact

again. Hopefully

Tiffany at 603-673-2601

those pesky

just need to be wearing a scent that
they're not crazy about

you hear

that nasty buzz...

really don't

to repel insects.

it

scent.

mosquitoes
foiled

will

be

we can

get our gardens

all

in

and

without being the

iM:

next blood meal.

When

it

comes

you're wise though, and plant the

repelling herbs here

and there

garden, you needn't go

far. Its

in

your

pretty

Perron

is

a Master

year 'RjtrundQarden Center and
Iviioiesaie Qrower

Gardener with a
special interest in

of SeasonaC QreenRovse Crops.

herbs
141 Rollins

easy to grab a

leaf

and rub some on

Rolliniford,

your neck and ankles, maybe chew a
little

basil to

^^

to staying power,

the botanicals aren't a great choice.
If

New Hampshire

mask the

C02

and

Retail

(603)743-4919

•

Road

NH

asSGQ

Wholesale (603) 742-1113

voila.

Rotate for success.
I

Banrot

Add Truban® or
to

most

i

Banrot®

your rotation for the
effective disease

management
I

No known

resistance to

the etridiazol found in

both after more than 25
Tiiiwi

years of use

Both deliver exceptional

I

plant safety and cost
effectiveness

The 2006 Catalogs have been released!
Do you have yours?
More than 200 pages packed of top quality
perennials, shrubs, trees

Delivery
area.

is

and evergreens!

available in the

New

Contact Jocelyn Deneen

508-479- n44

England

For personal service, quality stock

and a new catalog,

call

603-435-6660.

Scotts.
...ihc Scoits

MILLICAN NURSERIES, INC.
187 PLEASANT ST. CHICHESTER, NH

20

at

or jocelyn.deneen@scotts.com.

difference"

www.scottsprohort.com
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n Your

Book

Section.

Zinnia's Flower Garden.

If

there's

one book you want

to stock for kids or donate
to a youth program this is it.
Zinnia's Flower Garden by Monica
Wellington. It's colorful, accurate, and
kid-friendly. The book is noteworthiy
for its layout and appealing story. Real

For the
serious
adult
gardener:
From Storey
Publishing:
Bestselling

phiotos of plants are interspersed with

author and

the illustrations to create a superb

vegetable

book. Even the margins of each page

gardener Ed

deliver a

message about plant growth

and garden
the

insects.

life

entries in Zinnia's
to the story.)

and

(One page shows

cycle of a butterfly. Monthly

garden journal add

The balance between

illustrations isjust right,

and

text

will

Smith, shares
all

his secrets

for

coaxing the

very best vegetables, herbs

and even

readers.

some

fresh

Wellington, Monica. Zinnia's Flower

fruits

from

young

delight

Garden.

New

York; Dutton Children's

Book .2005 ISBN 0525473688 $ 14.99

c»ntainer

this surprising

new

source

in

Incredible Veg-

A good
to

choice

for adults

etables from

looking

garden with the younger genera-

tion

is

Kids' Container

Self-watering

Containers.

Gardening:

It

is

the

first

book

that pro-

Round Projects for Inside and
Out from Bali Publishing. The author

vides a proven system for maximizing

Cindy Krezel delivers a how-to guide

fer.

Year

for kids with

17 interactive container

gardening projects.

the benefits these

new

containers

of-

Publishers Group Vincent A. Simeone follows his book Great Flowering Landscape Shrubs with this new
titledjust released in

November 2005

vegetable gardening revolutionizes the

from

The book

way we grow

Wonders

This low-maintenance approach to

edibles at home.

Ball Publishing.

titled

of the Winter Landscape:

Shrubs and Trees to Brighten the Cold-

Each project

is

highlighted in the color

photographs by Bruce

Curtis.

The

projects are divided by season

and

kid-tested. Everyday items are featured
in
is

creating these projects. This
a smart choice for

young

gardeners and their adult caregivers.

Carden-

ing:Year-round projects tor inside
out. Chicago, Ball Publishing,

dent Publishers

Weather Garden

informative guide.

gardening organically

40

for

and

Indepen-

April/May 2006

a beautiful

Simeone recommends

and

a

wide

variety

of shrubs that will brighten a natural

Smith, Ed. Incredible Vegetables

spot even on a gray, dreary winter day.

from Self-watering Containers. North

Simeone, Vincent. V^onders of the

Publishing. 2006 ISBN
1580175570 hardcover $29.95
ISBN 1580175562 paperback $19.95

to Brighten the

Adams, Storey

Winter Landscape: Shrubs and Trees

Cold-Weather Garden.

Chicago, Ball Publishing, Independent

2005
ISBN 1883052459 $24.95
Publishers Croup.

Croup 2005 »ISBN

1883052432 $14.95

is

more than

years.

book

inspiring

Krezel, Cindy. Kids' Container

Ed Smith, best-selling author of the
Vegetable Gardener's Bible has been

From

Ball, Publishing,

Independent

21

Quality Landscape-Grade Plants
all season long!

The Winter Blanket
a better way

to

Call for

overwinter your nursery stock
info or a product sample

1-800-633-0159

own Perennials
Annuals*Trees & Shrubs*Herbs
1000's of our

tm

Annual

&

fax: 978-251-0282

Perennial Plugs, Plug <& Ship, Geraniums,

Prefinished Plants, Proven Winners, Bulbs,

Holiday Crops, Flowering Plants

Vines* Natives* Alpines* Aquatics

Garden Ornaments* Pottery
Trade Discount

9

Joseph Giannino Co.

ACRES OF PURE

Representing fine growers of quality plant material

INSPIRATION...
64 Breakfast

Hill

Road, Greenland,

(603) 436-2732

/

17 North

NH 03840

Road

East Kingston,

rgln@rcn.com

NH

03827

Office (888)948-2001 FAX(603)642.9230
www.rolllnggreennursery.com

Romng Qfeen

Nursery

All Your Plant Needs At
One Location
•

Northem-Grown
•

•
•

Trees, Evergreens

Unusual Annuals

We

&

ACRES OF TREES, SHRUBS AND PERENNIALS
<)

DUDLEY ROAD HOURS MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-8
RAYMOND. NH SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9-5
(603) 895-0236 wwwscemcnursery.net

!

& Shrubs

Perennials

Specialize In Specimen Plants

Bark mulch and composl

in

•Ask about our delivery

/^

7

^

..a"^'

bulk

service.
'"""0

^

IIPLN: Mon-Fn7:l)U- 5,U0
Salurday-7;(«)

4:00

Sundays by appointmenl.
Phone: (207l 839-4262 FAX: (207) 839-2290
wwwddnnalsnurseries.com
E-Mail:onurserl @maine.rT.com
6{'ounly Rd,. RFD*-! Ijl iht lunclionsol Riv 22* ll4l(iorh.im. Ml (MIUS

Garden Center

South

Mannmoth

Manchester
(603)

Road
,

(Rte.

NH 03109

625-8298

Trade and quantity discounts

updated

availability.

available. Please call.

Newton Greenhouse
Quality Plants Qreen

Greenhouses, Nursery, and Gift Shop
Handmade Gifts and Decorations

656

Visit www.scenicnursery.net for

&

Flowering

Assorted Flowers Seasonally
28A)

32 Amesbury Road, Newton,

603-382-5289

NH 03858

fax 603-382-0632

The Plantsman
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"

Providing

"The landscape
professional's choice

BARTLETTS

quality geranium

throughout the United States

varieties

A full

line of rooted

,

unrooted,

unfinished and prefinished geraniums

For unique, landscape

A full

size plant materials

line

of vegetative annuals

including vinca and dracaena

Largest tree 8c shrub inventory in
Seacoast

NH

Accessible

& convenient location

at

Stratham Circle (Rte. 108/33)
Informative tree and shrub tagging

system
Quality

Friendly

Selection

Family owned and operated

&. knowledgeable staff

since 1911 in Sudbury
Complete
Landscape
Supplies

(603) 778-3711

Monday

FAX:

(603) 778-3773

to Saturday, 7-7;

800-552-2278

Sunday, 9-5

Other hours arranged by appointment

978-443-8661 fax

www.BartlettGreenhouses.com

J,P. Bartlett Co., Inc.

STRATHAM CIRCLE
Nursery

Wholesale only

& Landscape

578 Boston Post Road., Route 20
Sudbury, MA 01776

Inside or out, Quality

As the authorized Harnois dealer

in

is

handle

all

!_

\S«X"l.\TION_,

^ JV

covered.

the Northeast,

the professional staff at Greenhouse Supply,
will

^k,,,sk;.«»tts

Inc.

your greenhouse needs.

Whether you are looking

for free

standing or

gutter connected houses, call us.

GREENHOUSE
SUPPLY, INC.
1-800-696-8511

HfiRn#IS
April/May 2006

Fax: 207-989-1

553

email:

greenhse@agrotech.com

www.agrotech.com

23

1 C I f

Building Relationships through Quality Plants from Select Growers

(802)751-8400
(802) 751-8124 fax

GardenScape

JSiURSERv'

P.O.

Box

350,

St.

Johnsbury,

^

VT

S

05819

C H

1

C H T

E

LS

info@newenglandnurserysales.com

Diverse Inventories from Regional Growers,

Every Week with

No Minimums!

1-800-639-1722

(I^

UVC^

NURSER ES NC

Mi TREE FARM/
Vl^1^t)lll-^LE W.lffSriT>,'>4l

=^

^>^^.
Many NCO

products are:

OMRI"

^^m^
Offering Natural Fertilizers, Soil

Amendments, and Environmentally
Compatible Pest Controls

Depot St. Bradford, VT 05033
802/222-4277 FAX 802/222-9661
Email: info(a.norganics. com
251

North Village Road

Loudon.

NH 03307

(603) 783-9561

PS. COLE
_^,>.^^,>.^
1

Fax (603)

783-9562

www.dscolegrowers.com

Visit

our web

site

@

http://www.norganics.com or

now for the location

.<rw<T>^<r>..rTv^->^7

iTrOWPTS
VJlUWtla

call

of our nearest

wholesale distributor

\=

J/
The Plantsman
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2005

Endowment

Horticultural

Grant Awarded
Adams

By Nancy

NHPGA Horticultural

The

and Diaparsisjucunda,

and her

Lisa

Endowment Grant for 2005

colleagues obtained

was awarded to

for field releases of all three in

Lisa

bury, University of

Tewks-

Rhode

England. Tetrastichus

Island, for her project entitled:

established in four

Biological Control of the Lily

and

Leaf Beetle

in

New England.

Without natural enemies,
insect

vated
in

is

since

it

was

this exotic

first

is

reported

NHHE

leaf beetle

is

controlled by six

parasitoids in Europe. After evaluating biology

and host

to

impact a host population, and to

New

now

is

England

states
lily

The $5,000

bury to monitor the spread of

throughout

New

T. setifer,

England, and
L.

make

errabundus,

in field lily

plots in

Hampshire and Rhode

Island to

achieve establishment of these parasitoids

specificity of

become

New

grant will enable Ms. Tewks-

and D.jucunda
lily

to

substantially impacting the

additional releases

the U.S. in 1992.

The

New

in

New

setifer,

Lemophagus errabundus.

spread beyond the

release

initial

site.

To some degree the implementation

phase of biological control occurs
naturally.

The parasitoids

that Lisa re-

leases are expected to spread through-

out North America
that the

lily

the intent

is

gardeners

same way

the

in

leaf beetle has.

to eventually

sitoids available to

who

However,

make

growers and

para-

home

will directly receive

the benefits of this research by intro-

their
It

firmly established, to start

ducing biological control agents into

England.

three European parasitoids, Tetrasti-

chus

introduced biological control agent

approval

setifer

leaf beetle population.

eliminating native and culti-

lilies

USDA

often takes several years for a

newly

own

farm or garden, and

assist tn

the spread of the parasitoids.

Donations Needed
Plant material, seeds, soil
The Southern NH Resource
Conservation and Development
Area (SNHRC&D) is an independent nonprofit agency created to proactively assess the
natural and human resource
issues facing

communities

the southern 6

NH

in

counties. Our

accessible planter boxes to be placed
in

nursing homes, assisted living

facilities,

centers for the developmen-

tally disabled,

for patient

and

similar locations

therapy and enjoyment.

& compost

planter after construction.
of a facility that

may be

If

you know

interested in

receiving a planter box (there

is

no

cost for the planters or their delivery)
or are interested in

making

a dona-

The planters are portable and can

tion of soil, compost, plant materials,

be moved indoors during the winter

or seeds, please contact

months as

desired.

We are

reaching

Program Manager,

at

Bob

Shceirer,

robert.scheirer@

RC&D

out to friends, neighbors, and pro-

nh.usda.gov or Sue Hoey,

teams to solve problems and build

fessional organizations for recipient

Coordinator, at susan.hoey@nh.usda.

new

contact information as well as assis-

gov.

tance With the donations of potting

us about this project, please

mission

is

to create collaborative task

opportunities for sustainable

community development and

natural

resource conservation.

soil,

compost,

We would
As part of our ongoing commitment
to

community

service,

SNHRC&D

has

teamed up with Alvirne High School
in Hudson to construct 25 universally

April/May 2006

plants,

and or seeds.

like to deliver a

complete

If

you would

like to

speak with

hesitate to call the office at
All

RC&D

activities will

anyone regardless

dona TMt

223-0083.

be provided

package to recipients so planting can

to

begin as soon as the weather allows.

sex, age, religion, national origin,

Signage recognizing project partners

marital status, or handicap. *>

will

of race, color,

be attached to the side of each

25

pUAHf
HARTS

STQNEPQST

NURSERY
Raymond,

NH

Specializing In

New

Wholesale

SINCE 1(92

QUALITY

England's Leading
•

Packet Seeds

•

Lawn Seed

Full

Line

Perennials

Seed House

Grounded

• Fertilizer
•

Grounds Maintenance Chemicals

In

Quality

326-HART
FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE
(800)

1

1

Call to request our current plant availability.

C. Hart Seed Co.
P.O. BOX 9169
WETHERSFIELD, CT 06129-0169

The Chas.

1

(800)

and 2 gallon containers

Delivery available

3 Split

326-HART

BENCH TOP FLAT FILLER

Rock Lane Raymond,

NH

Phone: 603-244-1224

The Ultimate Tool for
Your Landscaping Needs
7 Person

IVhen

Crew Cab, Automatic transmission

manpower makes

the difference, this truck

is for

YOU!

AFFORDABLE AUTOMATION
Compact -IT W, 36" L, 30" H
Adjustable
3 Vi cubic ft. Hooper
Heavy Duty. All Welded, 16 & 18 gauge galvanized steel construction

Lightweight

at

70

lbs.

Externally operated paddle auger, keeps potting soil from bunching

For Additional Information
Contact Russell Nolin

Nolin Welding

&

at

(603) 476-8855

Fabrications

344 Old Mountain Rd.; Moultonboro,

A

In

w
fcs

Stock

r.ulMMMP

MITSUBISHI

njso

.,

Liberty International Trucks
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, LLC
I

'lOD

SOUTH Willow Street • Manchester nh 03 103-4077
Phone 6a3-623-BB73 . SOO-5&Z-3B14
6D3 623-0653 (Office Fax) Ga3-e4 1-9436
.

(Sales fax!

•

NH 03254
•

26

2003 Mitsubishi FESP 7 Person Crew Cab

$250 Cash rebate with copy of this ad on

first

purchase

<
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Current

ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

New Hampshire
New

retailers selling

BRETT

ANDRUS

D.S.

Hampton

Rd., Exeter,

NH

Container Mix include:

Cole

427 Loon Pond Rd. Gilmanton,

Churchill's Garden Center

12

Hampshire Plant Growers

CHRIS SCHLEGAL

President

03833

NH

Barn Store of

03237
603-783-9561

Executive Director

RICK SIMPSON

NANCY ADAMS

Rolling

Barrett's

Rd.,

Newmarket,

NH

email:

Hill Rd.,

Greenland,

NH

NHPGA@

Coil's

Rimol Greenhouse Systems

GLENN CARON

40 Londonderry Tnpk.,

& Landscaping

NH

inc.,

Garden

Center, laffrey

Dodges Agway, Hampton

Directors

9 Dudley Rd., Raymond,

Garden Center

Demer's Garden Center, Manc/iester

comcast.net

JOHN WELLS

Scenic Nursery

Churchill's

Exeter

03840
603-436-2732

03857
603-292-5238

Greenhouse, Swanzey

Bedford Fields Agway, Bedford

Green Nursery

64 Breakfast

England LLC,

Salisbury

603-772-2685

25 Riverbend

New

Hooksett,

03077

NH

Inc.

Evergreen of Rye, Rye
Hillside

03106

Meadows Agway,

Tilton

House By The Side Of The Road,

1-877-746-6544

603-895-0236

Wilton

BRYAN WENTWORTH
J.B.

ROBERT DEMERS

Wentworth Greenhouses

Demers Garden Center
656 S. Mammouth Rd.,
Manchester, NH 03103
603-437-6336

141 Rollins Rd., Rollingsford,

NH

Carpenter

& Son

Inc.,

Newmarket
Lake Street Garden Center, Salem

03869
603-742-1113

Longacre Nursery Center, Lebanon
Mill Gardens,

Hanover

Extension Liasison

JOHN McPHAIL
Gold

Star Nursery, Canterbury,

03224
603-783-4596

NH

CATHERINE NEAL
UNH/Department of
113 Spaulding
38 College

Rd.,

Nicole's Greenhouse,
Plant Biology

Rolling Green Nursery, Greenland

Scenic Nursery and Landscape,

Hall,

Durham,

Concord

NH

03824

Inc.,

Raymond

603-862-3208
Shady

Hill

Greenhouses,

Londonderry
Spider

Web

Gardens, Tuftonboro

Warners Garden Shop, Newport

Wentworth Greenhouses,
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Landscapers and Garden Centers

See What SYLVAN has

.

.

to offer!

Ji^ Trees, Shrubs, Groundcovers

NURSERY-

>lt

Specimens

^

Heather & Heath
Native & Sea Shore Plants
Perennials, Grasses, Roses

M"

1028IIOfseneckRoad
Westport, MA 0?790
50&-636-4573 Fax 508-636-3397
-

Coll,

ww>.v SyivanNurserv-Com

Fax or E-mail to request our catalog

TAR

GOL

Sod Farms, Inc.
Growers of Premium Turf grass Sod & Ornamental Trees
250 West Road, Canterbury, NH 03224

Trust the
product and service

Experts
For aver 30 years Gold Star Sod Farms, Inc. Has Offered
the Products and Services that Help Your Business Grow
Tel:

800-648-8873

Fax: 603-783-4596

umnv.goldstarsodfo.rm.com

WESTERN MAINE NURSERIES
Conifers & Woody Ornamentals
SINCE 1923

For Sale
Complete Taggit Pro Label System
Taggit Pro software installed

We propagate millions
of plants cOid care for
hundreds of satisfied
customers every year.
To

join the

hundreds of customers

Economy

Label TECB472
Thermal Transfer Printer

who

appreciate hardy, deep-rooted transplants

on Windows 95 PC

Monitor

and woody ornamentals backed

by an 80-plus year tradition of great

6,000 + 1"x 5" labels

service, just call us toll-free at:

1.800.447.4745

1.800.447.4745 • www.wmnurseries.com
4 Nursery Lane, Fryeburg, Maine 04037
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$1,350
(603)

863-7344

The Plantsman

JUNE

22 TWILIGHT MEETING
HOSTS: The Mountain Greenery

CabpenteD(L

755 Rt. 16
Ossipee,

NH

603-539-4943

EVENT BEGINS

at

5:00 p.m.

"The Geranium

Specialists"

Wholesale Qrowers
2 1/2" Geraniums (year round)
4" Pre-finished Geraniums

Geraniums & Fuchsia
Martha Washington Geraniums
Spring Hanging Baskets, Lilies/Bulbs
Azaleas, Cyclamen, Poinsettias, Foliage
2 1/2" Ivy

CARPENTER

J.B.

& SON,

INC.

603/659-3391

SOUTH

220

NEWMARKET

MAIN STREET
NH 03857
,

Grow with us.
(And

help us grow!)

ALL-PURPOSE CONTAINER MIX

READY TO USE,
INDOOR
FOR
& OUTDOOR PLANTS
The New Hampshire Horticulture Endowment (NHHE) was founded
of the

New Hampshire

Plant Growers' Association. Each year, the

researchers working on related issues

in

in

NHHE

And your support

in

soil will

making

this

New Hampshire a

%^

For

*J\

Plant

Growers
QVAtrrr CAtoiN cenths
It

April/May 2006

money

more information, or

2

to

Container

Mix

New

help this fund grow.

purchase helps

make

greener place to

live.

to place an order, please contact

lohn Gerken of Gerken Horticultural Sales,

New HAMFSHIRB

^

grants

the field of horticulture that will assist

Hampshire Plant Growers. Proceeds from the sale of this

ST'

1997 as an extension

,1*l'l.int

ciow»«

59 Old Rabbit Hollow Road, Swanzey.

NH

Telephone (603)
or email

034/,6.

3573734

j_gerken@msn.com

For

each bag purchased,

$1.00 goes to horticultural
research for New Hampshire.

This

Actually,
But

to the

Credit.

is

it's

a container garden.

greenhouse operator, loans and leases structured to the
let them get more product to

unique cycles of their business
market.
results.

when

Farm Credit understands. We're more than rates: we're
How the market's moving, where new equipment fits in,

facility e.xpansion

makes sense

and in-person service make
Call
all

Farm

all

— our in-depth knowledge

the difference.

Credit: for generations, we've been the leader in helping

types of ag businesses blossom.

^I> Farm Credit
Bedford,

NH

603/472-3554
800/825-3252

Newport, VT
802/334-8050
800/370-2738

White River
Junction,

VT

802/295-3670
800/370-3276

NHPGA
25 Riverbend Road
Newmarl<et,

NH

03857

Non-profit Organization
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